Davy Jones; Head Man-Made Monkee

SEE PAGE 7
Keith Relf Denies Yardbird Split-Up

Despite rumors to the contrary, Keith Relf revealed to The BEAT in an exclusive interview that he has no intentions of leaving the Yardbirds.

Keith was visibly upset that someone had actually printed, without any basis whatsoever, that he was ready to quit the group. He said he had no idea what had prompted a British paper to print what he termed absolute “lies” regarding his relationship with the Yardbirds.

Keith further added that although he had cut a single record some months ago, "Mr. Zero," he did not think he would do so again but would, instead, sing only with the Yardbirds.

The rumors of Jeff Beck’s departure have, of course, been running full-speed ahead for quite some time but the Yardbirds were adamant in their denial of any break-up in the group.

During the Yardbirds' last American tour, Jeff’s tempests gave him so much trouble that they were finally removed in a San Francisco hospital. Consequently, Jeff was forced to miss a large percentage of the group’s dates. He has now fully recovered, and barring any accidents, will perform with the Yardbirds on their entire current U.S. tour.

While in Hollywood the group taped a "Milton Berle Show" and, thus, became the first self-contained British group to appear on the show. Also, during their Southern California stop-off, the Yardbirds paid a visit to the set of "The Monkees." It was their first visit to an American movie studio and the boys seemed to enjoy it thoroughly.

Brummels ‘Killed’ By Health, Draft Board

The unavailability of three members of the Beau Brummels to conduct tours and personal appearances has forced the disbandment of the group. A spokesman for the Brummels told BEAT reporters in an exclusive interview that the group would withdraw from public appearances entirely rather than replace Ron Elliott, Don Irving and Ron Mengehr.

Scott said, however, the group may still record together and use the same name. Elliot’s poor health has not allowed him to tour with the Brummels for quite some time now, but it was the loss of Irving and Mengehr that finally forced the split. Both musicians were drafted into the Military last month.

Scott said the Brummels accepted with optimism the decision for the split. "They look at it as more of a beginning than an end," he said.

SUPREME, DIANA ROSS, VICTIM OF MAGNIFICENT 'MARRIAGE' HOAX

The pop fance of the year was pulled off at the expense of Supreme lead singer, Diana Ross, and her Motown chief, Berry Gordy.

Last Friday night, a girl called up a New York radio station claiming to be Diana’s secretary and informed the station that the Supremes lead singer had married Berry Gordy.

Since it was Friday night, everyone at Motown had left the office and consequently the "marriage" could be neither confirmed nor denied. According to a Motown official: "The news was put out in a bulletin and things went from there.

Wedding gifts and congratulatory notes have been pouring into the Motown offices ever since. All gifts are, naturally, being returned but some of them are so expensive that the temptation not to keep them is demanding great will power.

Following the "marriage" announcement the rumor that the Supremes are breaking up is running rampant but according to Motown the whole thing is a gigantic hoax and the Supremes are definitely not going to change members.

SUPREME, DIANA ROSS, VICTIM OF MAGNIFICENT 'MARRIAGE' HOAX

DIANA ROSS AND BERRY GORDY — "Happily married" — not really.

Beau Brummels (l. to r.) Sal, John, Ron and Ron split due to health and the draft board.
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POEM FOR 'LOVERS'

Dear BEAT:
I read the book "Only Lovers Left Alive" (which as you know is to be the Stones’ film as well) a few months ago, before I knew about the film. Afterwards, I wrote a poem concerning the beginning, before the adults were gone. I’d like to share it with you.

The younger generation started speaking up again.
We told them what we wanted — and then we did not waive.
Our parents stood round saying we would drive them to their graves.
Ah, yes it’s true that’s what we did — thru no fault of our own.
We stand for what we believe in, and that they should have known.
"The world is not enough," I wish I had known.
Gangs and groups have formed all around and more form every day.
Months have passed since the crisis, and winter's coming on.
The birds have gone, the wind grows cold and fruit lies on the lawn.
One thing good about the world — racial prejudice has passed,
We all fight for each other, and no one's an outcast.
— Sharlene Swinson

UPSET

Dear BEAT:
This is in response to the letter, "Sir Douglas Poor Rep." It really upset me because I like John York who is in the Quintet. He is a groovy guy. When I met John he was shy but friendly. He did not leave me with the impression that he was an "under-fed, homeless mistake." He was very polite and I liked him right away.
I've been writing to John since I met him in September. In October, I received a letter from him. I'll always treasure that letter because it was written from the heart. John wrote what I knew a long time ago, that he's a beautiful person.
I only hope that more teenagers will "practice what they preach" by not judging the Quintet by how they look but by evaluating them as individuals who have faults like you and I.

— Marcy

FINKING ON RUSS

Dear BEAT:
So, the Association is finally getting the recognition they deserve! Well done! Wonder if I never thought it would happen. A good, extremely talented, no-gimmick group getting ahead, I mean.
For so long, the only pictures and articles on the Association to be found anywhere were found right in the pages of The Beat. For that foresight, I congratulate you.
Anyway, the reason I am writing is simple. I dig Russ Giugure and would like to know all about him. Since you know him as well as anybody, I am, naturally, writing to you for help. Please, tell me all you know about Russ.

— Cyn Elliot

CHEERISHED

Dear BEAT:
I feel that congratulations are in store for Debbie Davis, as well as a great big "THANK YOU!"
For many months, you have been printing letters either condemning or standing behind various entertainers. But never have you printed a letter as "cherished" as Debbie's.
Neeson may say, I'm an Association fan all the way but I'm not quick to put down any other group. It's just that they're fuller than anyone else.
A Perry Kirkman fan forever

— P.F. on HENRY

MOTHERS 'IN' BUT LEFT OUT

Dear BEAT:
In reference to the October 22 article on "Electromagnetic Power" I would like to say that the Mothers of Invention's new album, "Freak Out," is full to the brim with electronic gadgets. This album is strictly out of sight and best in my collection.

Thanks also to the great new Beach Boys' album, "Pet Sounds." A groovy set of grooves. Thanks again.

— Scott Lyon

MISSED EM

Dear BEAT:
We were shocked to find that in your article, "Funny Men Coming Into The Teen Age," you completely overlooked the Bay Area's own comedy team, The Congress of Wonder.
In case you haven't heard, and you should have by now, they are three very groovy guys who perform the written works of John Lennon (yes, the Beatle) as well as their own material.

— Karen Meil, Deborah Henriques

MONKEYS OFF?

Dear BEAT:
I've just read an article in a newspaper with the ratings of the new television shows and it says that The Monkees might go off the air. That made me mad because everyone I know watches The Monkees. So if you're as nutty about The Monkees as I am help save The Monkees by writing to Program Directors and STATION OWNERS. We're expected to live in Alameda Ave., Burbank, California 91503.
Even if a show's ratings are low, you can help keep it on. So, tell all your friends to write and say how good the show is, the more letters, the better. Thank you very much.

Shannon McMahon

KEITH LOOSE

Dear BEAT:
Help! I just read in a teen magazine that Keith Richards is engaged. Is he? If he is, I'm going to commit suicide or something! The magazine said something like "and there was Keith Richards, dragging his fiancée Linda Keith, with him." Please tell me whether this is true or not. Thank you very much.

— Tony DeVito

STONES GIGGLE

Dear BEAT:
May I be one of the first of the girls to comment on the Rolling Stones' "mothers" picture? It is not merely a "giggle." It's a scream. Very good, boys. If it begins a good old-fashioned controversy, I'm sure it will. Little faith I have left in mankind will be destroyed.
So, rave on, fellow Americans, since you seem to have nothing better to do. I'm waiting for you all to file into Peter Noone for being "only a Seventeen" and smash his fingers in an elevator door. I really think this calls for a Hermits' bonfire.
Sorry, I didn't mean to get carried away but I can take only so much. Let me terminate this letter by saying it's none of our business what any of the pop stars do. They don't ask us to love them; we love them because they are lovable, not to mention talented.

— Corey Clarke

DAVID'S COOL

Dear BEAT:
It may surprise you to get a letter from so far away and I hope you will publish it in The Beat. You see, I'm a very good fan of David McCallum's and I would like to say a few words about an interview in a U.S. magazine (not The Beat).
The reporter concerned made some sarcastic remarks about David being Scottish and I wish to point out that us Scots don't run around in kilts shouting "Hoot mon" at the top of our voices!
I live very near Glasgow, where David was born and spent most of his childhood and, in my opinion, the people are the friendliest you could find anywhere.

Do I hope that the reporter who wrote the article reads this and understands that there is nothing wrong with David being a "braw Scots ladie." Also, I'm truly sorry that he's lost his accent...

— Justice Pitskeithly

DEBBIE'S

Dear BEAT:
I would like some information on how I could write to The Temptations, mainly Eddie Kendricks. I think he is so fine! Please! Don't let me down.

— Alexis Smith

You can write to the Temptations at 2648 West Grand Blvd., Detroit, Michigan.

— The Editor

MICKEY ROONEY BAND

Dear BEAT:
First of all, I'd like to tell you how much I love your newspaper. The articles and pictures are all really great and I especially love Shirley Poston's column.
Could you please tell me where I can write to the Monkees? They are absolutely the greatest thing since the Beatles (yeah!)? I love all of them.
I noticed a few weeks ago that someone wrote you a letter telling you about a certain group she wanted to be discovered. Well, I have a group that wants discovering too. It's the Mickey Rooney Jr. Band. They have been on television a few times but I've never heard them played on the radio or mentioned in The Beat.
Their latest record, "The Choice Is Yours," is really good. It was written by a very young guitar player. Mickey and his mother members are Mickey Rooney Jr., Carmine Sardo and Russ Haney. This group really deserves some recognition.

— Louise Bensen

You may write to the Monkees at 1334 North Beechwood Drive, Hollywood 28, California 90028.
On the BEAT

By Louise Cristion

In order to keep things from becoming too terribly dull, a new Yardbird rumor is making the pop rounds. Of course, we’ve heard the “Jackie Beek to leave Yardbirds” rumor so many times now that the whole thing is a gigantic drag. So, the latest rumor has Keith Relf departing! The rumor has reached such proportions in England that a spokesman for the group has been forced to say it is dental.

However, the rumor-people are sticking to their guns and continue to prophesy that Keith will soon leave the Yardbirds due to poor health. It is true that Keith has been in poor physical condition for several years and, in fact, in 1964 was hospitalized with a punctured lung. At that time, Keith decided he would leave the group because he felt he would only pull them down. Luckily, Keith reconsidered and remained with the Yardbirds. For one, believe this latest rumor is just that—a rumor. The way it becomes fact, you can kiss the Yardbirds goodbye. Without Keith, they don’t exist.

Tops Do It

Congratulations are in order for the swinging Four Tops. Why? Because in two weeks they’ve managed to knock all competition out of their path and have snatched the number one position in England with their fantastic “Reach Out” I’ll Be There. The disc has made it to the top spot in the U.S. and I suppose the English didn’t want to be different so they hurriedly sent the Tops to the heights of their charts too. A wise decision anyway you look at it.

You must admit that there is nothing like a little squabble between two pop groups. So, just to oblige everyone, the Hollies and the Small Faces had a running argument over which group would top the chart on their current British tour. The Hollies say they have top billing and the Small Faces declare that they are supposed to receive equal billing with the Hollies. As a result, the Small Faces missed two of the tour dates when neither group was scheduled.

Hollies Sound Off

On the American scene, the Hollies may be sorry they’re sounding off so much lately. They’ve cancelled the Dick Clark tour because they didn’t want to play ballrooms. They’ve mixed their projected film because they refuse to sing on screen, decided to make themselves relatively scarce so that fans will want to see them and they will only come to America for this German tour in December “if the money’s right.” Someone ought to clue them in that absence doesn’t necessarily make the U.S. heart grow fonder.

Not to be outdone by anyone, the Association is putting out a book of their own photographs, private pictures, etc., each member of the group has written his own autobiography for the book and Russ has contributed the forward. Other associated business will also be included and you can expect the book in time for Christmas presents. That, of course, doesn’t mean you’ll get it by Christmas.

Meanwhile, everyone is having a field day suing the group. Funny what success will do for you. Make a little money and everyone wants to stick his fingers in the pie. I imagine it’s enough to make most every person wish he was still unknown and broke ‘cause at least then you know who your friends are.

Scots Scrape

Scott Walker continues along his collapsing route. This time he collapsed in a dressing room in London. Says the group’s manager, Maurice King: “Scott was taken ill suddenly. His eyes pulled up and he could hardly see. He had taken some tablets to calm his nerves and I think they may have upset him.”

On the heels of the news that the Stones had failed to send “Have You Seen Your Mother, Baby, Standing In The Shadow?” to the top of the British charts, three of their devoted fans decided to take matters into their own hands. Accordingly, each fan stomped into their nearest London record store with the purpose of purchasing ten copies of the single each. Unfortunately, it didn’t help much as the Stones topped down another notch on the record charts.

Eric Burdon’s Announced His New Group Members

Eric Burdon finally unveiled his new group last week after his split with the original Animals almost two months ago. Burdon’s new Animals made their debut at Finsbury Park Astoria on the opening date of the Burdon-Georgia Fame- Chris Farlowe tour.

Speculations that as many as two members of the former group would remain with Burdon were mixed as Hilton Valentine, Chas Chandler and Dave Rowberry have all departed.

Drummer Barry Jenkins is the lone original Animal retained by Burdon. The new group, which is alleged to be nothing more than back-up accommodation for Burdon’s solos, will keep the name, Animals.

Burdon dived into other English groups to replace the original trio.

The new Animals are:

Tom Parker—organist. He is Crispian St. Peter’s musical director and formerly played with the Mark Leeman Five. Parker’s presence, however, may be only temporary. He is expected to continue working with Crispian when the latter returns from a lengthy tour of Australia.

Johnny Weider—lead guitarist. He is a 19-year-old Londoner who was a one-time member of Johnny Kidd’s Pirates and John Mayall’s Bluesbreakers.

Danny McCulloch—bass guitarist. He played with Screamin’ Lord Sutch and Red Price, and has backed Jerry Lee Lewis and John Lee Hooker.

KINKS GET THEIR L.P. RELEASED

After weeks of waiting and legal hassles, the Kinks have successfully negotiated for the release of their new L.P. The record was released in England Oct. 28.

The lengthy buildup was terminated recently when Kink Ray Davies and manager Robert Wace flew to America and teamed with businessman Allen Klein to settle the dispute.

Release difficulties and hang-ups in their personal appearances schedule had recently had the Kinks almost at a standstill. They broke several engagements which prompted their ban in several Scandinavian countries.

But at least now they can release their records and it looks like they’re on the move again, although no plans have been set for the release of a new single. “Right now there is nothing in the can,” a Kink spokesman said.

The 12 original difficulties have been settled, however, the group is expected to head for the recording studios shortly.

BILL FOR ROYAL SHOW INCLUDES U.S. STARS

England’s Royal Variety Performance, following in the wake of criticism of its tentative booking bill, has announced it will feature some of America’s biggest entertainers this year.

Americans Gene Pitney, Sammy Davis, Jerry Lewis, Wayne Newton and Hearty Manzini will all appear on the show that features foremost entertainers from all over the world. The Queen-Mother will attend the show.

The show, however, has been criticized by British press for allegedly breaking certain practices and completely ignoring beat groups for the first time in many years.

There are two noticeable absences on the bill—there will be no English female vocalist or beat groups. In addition, only two groups of any sort will be included in the long line of celebrities.

The Seekers and the Bachelors, both clean-cut, conservative groups, were the lone groups to receive invitations to the exclusive event.

The refusal to book more groups on this year’s show probably stems from the Beatles’ refusal to appear on the program when they were asked last year. There is no evident explanation for leaving off a British songstress, however.

Last year, Dusty Springfield and Shirley Bassey appeared and it was believed either Cilla Black or Petula Clark would perform this year. But neither was invited.

The Royal Variety Show is Britain’s gala tribute to the music industry and is annually aired at the London Palladium. It takes place Nov. 14 and will be on nationwide TV in England.

The invitation of the five American performers, especially Pitney, came as no surprise to English observers. Pitney is one of America’s most consistently popular singers with British fans.

Pitney, now on a promotional visit to England, delayed his trip to the country for more than a month in an effort to enable him to take part in the show.
Is Religion Dead, Dying Or Alive?

In this issue, the members of The BEAT teen panel exchange views on the subject of religion. Participating are Andrea - 16, Jean - 17, Karl - 18, and Brian - 19.

If you would like to be a member of a future panel, or would like to suggest someone send a postcard to The BEAT.

Karl - "As far as I'm concerned, John Lennon has already summed it up." Andrea - "Don't tell me we're going to get off on that. His comments have been hashed and rehashed, and I'm sick of hearing about it." Karl - "Then my opinion would make you just as sick. I agree with him.

Sick Andrea - "I didn't say my opinion made me sick. I said I'm sick of hearing about it. All he said was that there's less interest in religion today. Hundreds of ministers say that every Sunday. They don't make headlines. People just made a big deal out of it." Karl - "Sure, but that proves what he said was right. The only people who were genuinely upset over it were kids who got the wrong idea and felt like they were being forced into accepting the Beatles and religion. All the rest just used his opinion to get publicity for themselves, or to have something to vent about. Those guys in Alabama who start whole things - they probably haven't been the same for the last ten years. It wasn't a protest, it was a promotion. Good Christians don't start bonfires. Nothing like this has happened since Hitler's book-burnings. Lennon was so right.

Jean - "I think he was right, too. I think he has become more religious than religion more than harmed it. It really made some people wake up and take a look at things. I'll bet church attendance has gone up a lot since August." Andrea - "I said I was sick of talking about this and here I am talking about it, but oh, well. I agree it helped like you said, but you also mentioned the word prejudice. You didn't elaborate on that. How much harm did it do, in your opinion, I mean, and what kind of harm?"

Harm Jean - "That's a good question, but I can't answer it. I haven't thought about that issue. I think I have thought about a lot of other things I would like to be able to do to the Beatles, but not to religion. I don't know if anything could actually harm religion." Andrea - "Are you saying religion is on a world basis, you mean. No one or person is powerful enough to have that much effect on the whole people. Lennon's remark didn't do the Christian religion a whole lot of good in one way, although he probably helped in another. I don't see how any devout Christian who is also an intelligent person could help but be appalled by his remarks. Some of his fellow Christians acted. Some of them probably stopped going to church when they found out how narrow some of the other members really are." Jean - "I doubt that. Maybe a few did, but most people don't change that much suddenly, or their church. Besides, what other people in a church do isn't really important that important. What's important is the feeling there is between you and what you believe in. Still, it does get you to wondering if all parents don't practive what they preach. It's like parents telling you not to do a certain thing and then doing it themselves. I just don't know if this is good or bad."

Karl - "If what's good or bad? Wondering about your parents or wondering about religion?" Jean - "About religion. People always 'wonder' about each other's that's natural. But it seems most of us are just starting to understand the beliefs you've had all your life. There's a lot wrong with a lot of good Christians, but they'd be worse if they didn't have their faith to keep them in line. Whether you disagree or agree with the Christian religion, you've got to admit its basic principles are valid.

Teaches Love Karl - "Sure they are. It teaches goodness and honesty and brotherhood, it all boils down to one word, 'love,' and that's good. Plenty of people say that, but it's the rest of it that thrives me. You aren't allowed to think of Christ as a great man and a profound philosopher. If your feelings stop there and don't go any further, you're doomed according to most churches. Even if you're the best person in the world, and follow the principles to the letter, you say they're still going to wind up in Hell. People who believe in the intangible parts of the faith.

Brian - "Are you talking about believing there is a God and following his principles?" Karl - "Yeah, really. I mean there's proof that those basic principles have to have some do look around you. But there isn't any proof about the other, starting right from the Creation. I can't imagine believing all of it when you live in a scientific society, and most churches say you've got to believe all of it. Some of them even say you can be a Buddhist all your life and never do one right thing and then turn around on your deathbed and say you believe and everything's okay. I can't buy that.

Andrea - "You keep saying people's sayings, but churches say that. I think that situation is what makes it so difficult for some people to accept religion."

Brian - "I don't know if I'd say it's been translated and re-interpret, and sometimes mis-interpreted. I don't have any problems believing there's a God, but a lot of people have problems figuring out what version to believe. Who's wrong and who's right? And really, who has the right to say anyway? What person. I mean, is qualified to tell you what the Bible says? Brian - "How do you know there's a God? Andrea - "I don't believe there is. There's a difference, you know.

Brian - "Why do you believe this? Andrea - "How do I know? Because I was taught to believe it, and it makes sense there to be one. I just think there is one. All of this couldn't have just happened." Brian - "Ever heard of the theory of evolution? Andrea - "No. I just got off the boat this morning. Of course I've heard of it. It could be right, but I like all major religions in the fact it's pointless for you to ask questions like 'how do you know there's a God?' And I can't prove you can't try, so why even talk about it?"

Brian - "Sorry about that. Next question. Do you believe exactly as you were taught, or do you have some of your own versions, as you put it?"

Andrea - "I pretty much agree with the church I go to. The things I don't agree with, I have my own opinions about. My church goes down on every other faith, and doesn't have a lot of additional man-made rules and regulations. The Bible is the Bible, I'll admit that. But, they're not offensive or illogical, like thinking only Protas are going to Heaven and it's just too bad about the Catholic and Jewish religions. I couldn't accept that for five minutes. Fortunately, I only have to try.

Karl - "How does your church feel about other religions, like Buddhism?" Andrea - "I've never even heard the subject mentioned in church."

Other Faiths? Karl - "How do you feel about the other faiths?" Andrea - "I don't know very much about them. I do know that Buddhism started in the sixth century - the sixth century B.C. - and I looked up the word in the dictionary and the dictionary once to see how it was spelled. But from what I've heard, it seems they worship a central figure, and have the same basic principles. I'd say we're all simply worshipping in different ways, which is great because you get to try your way the only way."

Jean - "How do you feel about people who don't believe in God will go to Hell, even if they live good, responsible lives? Andrea - "Why is everyone picking on me? I'm not a theologian."

Jean - "We aren't picking on you. We're just interested. You don't have to answer the question if you don't want to. Andrea - "I'd like to be able to, but I can't. I haven't decided yet."

Brian - "What's holding you up?"

Andrea - "What are you trying to make me say? That I don't know whether I believe there even is a Hell? Okay. I admit it. I do not know what I believe about this. Brian - "Why do you doubt exsistence, which you obviously do or you wouldn't be worrying about it? Andrea - "Oh, for God's sake. I'm not worrying about it. I'm thinking it over. I don't doubt the existence of life after death; I'm just not sure this part of it has been interpreted correctly. It doesn't seem to me that all the people in the world, and all the people who have lived and will live can possibly be separated into two rigid categories like Good and Bad. We're human beings and a lot of things contribute to what we do with our lives. Hardly anybody is that Good and hardly anybody is that Bad unless they have a screw loose or were raised like some kind of animal. I get the creeps just saying this, because I don't think I'm just trying to re-write the Bible. I'm not. I'm not questioning it either. I'm only questioning the man-made interpretation of this particular subject."

Creeps! Jean - "I know exactly what you mean by the creeps."

Jean - "Were you brought up in a religious home, or have you gone to church a lot?"

Brian - "Well, I wasn't brought up by a bunch of savages, and I went to church regularly - sort of, until I started high school, but I don't think you could call mine a religious home."

Jean - "That explains why you don't know about the creeps. When you're brought up in a religious atmosphere, or where religion is an integral - I never could say that word right - part of the atmosphere around you, you get a funny feeling when you start sort things out for yourself. Not just because you're questioning what you've been taught. Also because the questions either have no answers, or have so many answers, you don't know which one is the right one."

Brian - "You know what that feeling is, don't you? It's fear. Religion has a lot of good things about it, but fear isn't one of them. That may account for why girls are more religious than boys. Girls are more scared. There are other reasons, too, I suppose. Boys are more interested in... in other activities. Andrea - "I had a feeling you'd get around to that subject soon or later.

Not Mine Brian - "Relax. You aren't my type."

Jean - "If we can get back to the previous subject, what I felt may have been fear. I don't know. Whatever it was, it happens to me more. I've already gone through that period of trying to figure everything out, and I finally gave up. Now I can accept the existence of God without picking at details and sitting around driving myself nuts wondering who Adam and Eve's sons married and how this or that could possibly have happened. I've stopped worrying about the details. Like I said before, the basic principles are valid, and that's what really matters. I still don't know if it's good or bad to feel this way, but that's the way I feel. Andrea - "I think it's my turn to pick on someone. Brian, I'd like to know if you believe in God?"

Brian - "So would I."

Andrea - "Why don't you know whether you believe?"

Turn to Page 6

LENNON MAKING THEM THINK?

PHOTO: Howard E. Stringer
Vaudeville's Best Is Bouncing Back!

Oh! For those good old days... times that were the heyday of the hip flask, raccoon coat and bulky sweater with a large college letter plastered across the front. Oh! What has become of the Model T's, Al Jolson and the unfor-
tained master, Rudy Vallee and his crooning, swooning sounds?

Well, hip flasks still serve some useful purpose, but raccoon coats and bulky letter sweaters were buried with the 30's. Model T's are now the property of middle-aged antique enthusiasts. Al Jolson is dead and Rudy Vallee is grey where he is not bold.

But wait... there is some sal-
vage from that golden era. Like ghosts, those unmistakable sounds of Rudy Vallee and his for-
temperate contemporaries have come back from the dead to haunt the music industry. And a real, honest-
to-goodness vaudeville band is making all the noise with those sounds of the past.

Appropriately, the group is labeled The New Vaudeville Band and all the nasal crooning is about a thing called "Winchester Cathed-
ral." Ironically, The New Vaude-
ville Band is from Olde England.

What inspired the group's rever-
sion to antique music? "Junk," answers Geoff Stephens with a wink.

Geoff is the leader of this merry band and is busy playing around their retic
es from the past. Geoff has an immense admiration for the sounds of the 30's and he has been looking for the right opportunity for some time in search of material.

For the group's next record, Geoff says, a song popular 35 years ago might be selected but a follow-up for "Winchester Cathedral" will be difficult. The disc is currently number three in England and is gaining more and more momentum in the States every day.

Is the song just a novelty item or do fans really dig this wild new, sound? No kidding! The group has been touring with Darryl Springer and Geoff says "the reaction was very good."

"We only had a small spot on the tour—about 12 minutes—and basically went down very well," continued Geoff. "It was a bit weird. We did 'Day Dream' and even 'Batman' and a James Brown number! It was a bit tricky at first because the audience would like. They seem to like the vaude-
ville stuff so they're getting more numbers like 'Lady Godiva' and 'Mr. Applebee'."

Geoff was the soloist when the record was originally cut but he now has a full group with him. The line-up is Hugh Watts (tenor), Nick Wilser (guitar), Ian Green (piano and organ), Bobby Kerr (trumpet and vocals), Neil Konor (bass guitar) and Henry Harrison (drums).

Permanence?

"I hope this will be permanent," said Geoff. "We're looking incre-
tibly to do what I call modern good time numbers and some really old numbers of the past."

A "follow-up single to Win-
chester will be difficult. I've written a thing called 'Shirt' but I have also got to do another good time song to take along to the company."

"But you've got to be careful with that kind of stuff and you can't get away with similar follow-ups in this country any more. We can't do another 'Winchester Cathedral' because we have got the same recognizable sound that people can identify."

The Standells were the latest victims of narrow-mindedness when they were turned out of three different clubs. The bands were asked to leave because there are longer than the hotels management deemed necessary.

The Standells had previously made hotel reservations but when the group turned up in person the hotels took one look at their hair and informed them that their reser-
vations were canceled.

This is only the latest in a long string of insults aimed at pop groups whose hair is not trimmed to Yul Brynner length. Hotels have become notorious for tearing up reservations and practically every group who tours the country returns home with the news that hotels, restaurants, Disneyland and other such "pubic" places have refused them admittance because of their hair.

A segment of the American pop-
ulation apparently feels that the right to choose one's own hair style is not a freedom guaranteed in the U.S. Constitution. But the situation really gets ridiculous when the Yardbirds are thrown out by a hotel which was, at that time, housing a mule; when hair, or lack of hair, is a requirement to get into Disneyland; and when the Standells are not allowed to stay in three hotels because they're not bald.

The whole thing makes people wonder if George Washington, Benjamin Franklin and Davy Crockett faced the same problems during their lifetimes. Were our Founding Fathers kicked out of hotels because they wore wigs? Or maybe they were thrown out if they failed to wear wigs!

in people are talking about...

What's happened to the Beatles and wondering if they're going to forsake togetherness for solo jobs on a permanent basis. What the Supremes are saying in Morse Code or if they're really not saying anything and just hanging on. How far that Clarksville Tones went when the entire background music was provided by studio musicians. How with legs like theirs it's hard for them to sit down. How Stones are hiding in the shadow. Beauty being only skin deep and the beauties protesting that the whole concept is a put-on. Where P&G found their Lady Godiva and deciding it was probably under some rock in the middle of the...)

PEOPLE ARE TALKING ABOUT the Beach Boys finally getting some good vibrations on wax... Whether Bill Stewart has a speech problem or does it on purpose... Why Mitch seems to feel that he has to put two different songs on one record and wondering if perhaps he has a difficulty counting or if he believes that two always wins out over one... What tears Percy up... Why Terry kisses hands and Russ only offers a lick of chocolate candy... How goofy Tommy's new house is and wishing he'd have a party up there. Doing the Philly Dog but giving up on the idea because they may look like idiots grooving out of their bag... How sweet it is that Lou digns low-down sneakers.

PEOPLE ARE TALKING ABOUT the going rate on any thing that ultra-cool Bill Cosby has touched and how big your own looks are on the idea because honestly (or dishonestly) say you know him... Run, run, look and see and wonder who Brian's got to his first grade days... How many records the Hollies are going to release before they get off their "stop" kick... Whether or not Dean really drinks and what a giggle it would be if the guy doesn't guggle a drop... If Ronnie Dove really doesn't want to know how come he keeps asking... Whether or not it's true that Dave's father wouldn't let him into the house until he had his hair cut - twice.

PEOPLE ARE TALKING ABOUT how popular the association is now and kicking them selves for not being nicer to the guys when they were struggling to move because now they have to stand in line to tell the world that they discovered the association and how some people are even willing to go to court over "dis-
covered right..." How the Mon-
kees could possibly be receiving such low ratings when so many people watch the show and de-
ciding that perhaps the ratings are fixed against long-haired groups... How heaven must have really sent the tigers since no one has any pictures or information on the group... When it's going to be Herman's turn to get burned... "The Monkees and Patsy in the pop world—either voluntarily or involuntarily.

PEOPLE ARE TALKING ABOUT what would happen if Elvis got a butcher haircut and de-
ciding it probably wouldn't make much difference since no one ever sees him anyway... Sonny and Cher falling from front page news to a middle-of-the-paper picture— occasionally... How long it will take groups to change members so many times that they kill them selves and the scene revets back to solo artists... The state of the pop charts when Pat Boone and Dean Martin get their records on it and that's not even counting Frank Sinatra and Roger Williams... Whether or not the influx of hip artists will ever end... Gerry swinging a girl and getting a medium-sized hit out of it and de-
ciding that he definitely received better results from the ferry— Why the national "news" magazines are finally recognizing the existence of pop artists but limited it to interviews with the Spoonful...
PICTURES in the NEWS

... JOHNNY MATHIS and PAUL McCARTNEY grin understandingly as Ringo Starr does his very best to explain a point.

THE COUNT FIVE made the news by turning down a million dollars in favor of continuing their education. The group was offered a million dollars to tour the United States but the boys feel that their education definitely comes first and mixed the deal in spite of the big money.

GENE CLARK has turned from the Byrds to the Gene Clark Group and is now going strictly solo. His first single for Columbia is "Echoes" and his debut album is due out sometime during January.

PETULA CLARK has just opened her second stint at the world famous Copacabana in New York to a standing-room-only audience. Pet wowed the packed audience with her hits, old standards and original material. Pet's latest pop smash, "Who Am I?" is flying up the world's charts and the international singing star is slowly but surely making the rounds of the top musical shows in the States.

COSBY, ASSOCIATION WIN GOLD RECORDS

Bill Cosby, the ultra-cool star of "I Spy," has set a new record. All four of Cosby's albums—"Wonderfulness," "Why Is There Air?" "I Started Out As a Child" and "Bill Cosby Is A Very Funny Fellow, Right?"—have been certified by the Record Industry Association of America as having sold one million dollars worth of records. This means that Cosby has sold more records than any other comedian on wax!

What is even more unique is the fact that all four of Cosby's LP's were certified at the same time, enabling him to snatch the laugh crown with no trouble at all. No comedian ever sold that many records, but, then, perhaps no other comedian has ever appealed to such a large age group. Teens as well as their parents and grandparents all dig Cosby's brand of humor and show it by purchasing his albums en masse.

Besides Bill Cosby's four Gold Records, the RIAA certified one single as a million seller. The single to receive a Gold Record was "Cherish" by the Association. It is the group's first million seller as well as the first million seller ever to be released on the Valiant label.

Milton Berle presented the Gold Record to the Association on his national television show and announced that due to audience response he was forced to have the Association back on his show a short three weeks after their debut appearance.

The Association is also scheduled for an appearance on "Ed Sullivan" but no date has yet been set. They're currently recording a follow-up to their first album, "And Then Along Comes The Association."

The only other album certified for a Gold Record this time around was "The Best Of Al Hirt." It marked the fourth million seller for Hirt. His previous million sellers were "Honey In The Horn," "Cotton Candy" and "Sugar Lips."

Although most people outside of the record industry are notoriously unaware of the fact, a gold record is extremely difficult to come by and is rarely won. For instance, of all the singles currently in the top one hundred in the nation only one has sold a million. And that one is "Cherish."

TEENS DISCUSS RELIGION

Brian — "Because I haven't much cared one way or another. I never really thought much about it until recently, I'm working it out, though, with your help of course."

Karl — "If you two can stop long enough, I want to say something. I think I've brought it up before. My big hassle about religion has been the details, and their credibility. That really doesn't make much sense. It's like worrying about a few notes in a symphony—let's bear it on those voices, folks. I also have a question. Why is it that people in small towns tend to be far more religious than people who live in a large city?"

Small Town

Brian — "I should know. I used to live in one. In a small town, there's nothing to do and most of your social life centers around the church you go to. Small town people aren't really more religious, they just spend more time at church because there's no place else to go, and they're more narrow. They just hear someone else's idea of what's going on in the world, instead of seeing it for themselves."

Jean — "There are people like that in cities, too. That's about the only bad thing about religion. That and the people who use it for an escape, and pray for miracles instead of going out and working for what they want, or go through a lifetime of self-imposed misery just because they're hoping it's going to be different in the hereafter. The hereafter is just as important."

Andrea — "There are a couple of other bad things about religion—people who use religion, I mean. I can't stand people who won't do anything to make the world better and then try to pass off their lack of participation by saying the world is supposed to get worse because the Bible says that's what it'll do. I know there are some pretty terrifying prophecies in the Bible, but again, they're a matter of interpretation, and translation. This kind of person is the sort who loves to be pessimistic and refuses to admit there are many wonderful things in the world, and that it could get so much better if everyone would try harder."

Amen

Jean — "Amen."

Karl — "What can't I stand are people who bring their kids up in just a strict and church even and keep them away from the social life at school—such as it is. You'd think they'd be wanting to prepare their kids to cope with the world instead of hiding them away from it. Maybe it's okay for the kids who grow up that way and decide to stay in hiding and live in a church instead of a society. Anyway, it's their decision and their problem. But it's not okay for the kids who change their minds and then get smacked in the face with a life they know nothing about. Kids like this really go off the deep end sometimes when they have to face a world they're not ready for, and I don't think they're to blame. Their parents are."

SHELTERED

Andrea — "I knew a girl who did just that. She'd been so sheltered and so repressed, she went ape when she got out in the world, and she ended up...well, never mind what she ended up, but what happened to her isn't her fault."

Brian — "Are you, by any chance, talking about yourself?"

Andrea — "No. I am not. And I'd appreciate it if you'd never speak to me again as long as I live."

Brian — "That's a terrible way to talk to someone you may have just converted. I thought you would want to be the very first to know when I make up my mind."

Andrea — "I just can't sleep a wink until I hear from you."

Brian — "On second thought, don't relax, either."

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6)
Purify ‘Bros’ Really Cousins

By George Lincoln Culver

“Purifyin’ and sounds”...that’s what you’re going to hear from James and Bobby, the Brothers Purify, (who aren’t brothers at all, but cousins). Just 22-years-old, James confines his soulful talents to singing, and plays no instruments on the stage. Bobby, however, spent four of his 24 years as a member of a band, playing and singing, as well as backing up other top-name artists.

Both James and Bobby enjoy singing hard-core rhythm and blues, preferably with a solid beat. Interestingly enough, however, the record which soared to the top of the nation’s charts—both pop and R&B—“I’m Your Puppet”—was a source of great aggravation before its release.

James insisted that the song was too slow and not really “bluesy” enough, but Bobby prevented upon the younger Purify to record the tune anyway. Once recorded, James still had his doubts about releasing the disc, but Bobby teamed up with the boys’ manager, Don Schroeder, and together they convinced James that this was, in deed, the right one.

Just a few turntables and a smash hit later, James confided to us on the set of “Action” that perhaps he had been wrong, after all!

Both boys enjoy listening to the pop and R&B stations when they get an opportunity, and agree that James Brown has to take top honors in their performers’ popularity poll. After James, well, you can’t forget Lou Rawls and Otis Redding.

We spoke about the recent developments in popular music, and both James and Bobby were quite happy to see that R&B had finally become a strong and lasting influence on the pop charts of the country.

We discussed the recent charges of obscenity which have been hurled at popular music, but James just laughed them off, explaining that there were, of course, some questionable lyrics now, but “if they were really dirty that they wouldn’t be played on the radio!”

The future holds another single—“Get A Hold of Me”—and a new album which the boys will begin cutting as soon as they have finished their current cross-country tours.

Motion pictures are also beckoning to the Purify Brothers, and James and Bobby eagerly await an opportunity to try their hands at the art of “flick-making.”


Man-Made Monkees

By Louise Criscione

Most groups happen. The Monkees were made. If they weren’t intentionally created, it is conceivable that they would not exist for they are highly unlikely that the four of them would ever have met. They’re about as different as any four human beings can be.

Mickey Dolenz—singer, comic, and all around noise-maker left Los Angeles technical school to become lead singer in a pop-rock group called the Missing Links.

Between appearances with the Missing Links, Mickey took odd acting jobs which included segments of “Peyton Place” and “Mr. Novak.” Being sort of a jack-of-all-trades, when singing and acting dates were scarce, Mickey worked as a mechanic.

Actor’s Son

Micky was born in Los Angeles on March 8, 1944, the son of an actor—the late George Dolenz. At ten, Micky began a three-year run as television’s “Circus Boy.” When the series folded, Micky returned to school in the San Fernando Valley. Upon graduation from Grant High, he entered Valley College but transferred in his second semester to L.A. Tech Trade. It was then that he made his first serious move toward music.

Like Davy Jones, Mike Nesmith and Peter Tork, Micky responded to an ad in Variety a year ago calling for “insane boys” to audition for roles in a comedy series for today’s teens. And like the others, he was tested and signed because he was indeed a “Monkee,” whether he knew it or not.

Although giving the appearance of being much smaller, Micky stands an even six feet and is frequently described as “athletic and restless.” He shares an apartment with Davy Jones in West L.A. and drives around on a motorcycle.

David Jones, now known as Davy, left his home in Manchester, England to “become something,” when he was fourteen and a half. He left with the full blessings of his father, a railroad man.

Davy was born December 30, 1945 with a great will to succeed. His dad knew it then and he knows it now. The tough, compact Davy headed for England’s Newmarket Racetrack to become a jockey trainee. Between riding jobs, he discovered life among England’s young set and explored places from which the great new musical sounds were coming. Eventually, he became part of the scene at The Cellar.

Davy’s first acting job resulted from an audition at the BBC where he played a juvenile delinquent in a radio drama. This led to a steady job on a daytime series called “Morning Story.”

However, he still continued at the racetrack and ironically enough it was through the race-track that he met London theatrical executives who helped him land a leading role in the musical hit, “Oliver!” in which Davy played the Artful Dodger.

From “Oliver!” Davy proceeded on to “Pickwick” and won special acclaim from the American critics. Both plays were, of course, extremely successful on Broadway and were the reasons that the Monkee Boys initially made the trip to America where he has been living for the past four years.

Not Quite

When “Pickwick” closed on Broadway, the Colpix Record people spotted Davy’s potential and signed him to a recording contract. He cut a record called “Dream Girl” which was a bomb—but not entirely because it brought him to California in time to read that ad in Variety and become a Monkee.

Peter Tork was playing guitar, ukulele, five-string banjo and bass—before his voice changed. Later he picked up piano, French horn and other various instruments. All of which he learned to play well.

Born in Washington, D.C., February 13, 1944, Peter was raised in Connecticut. His father, H. J. Torkelson, is Associate Professor of Economics at the University of Connecticut. On two dramatic occasions, Peter himself enrolled in college with the highly respectable goal of becoming an English professor. When Peter’s first try at college (Carleton College in Minnesota) failed, he returned to New England and worked for 14 months in a textile mill. When his second attempt at college turned out to be equally ill-fated, he decided to select another line of work in self-defense.

Therefore, Peter began his musical career in New York’s Greenwich Village, performing as singer-musician in variouspass-the-hat hideaways where the music was, at least, always new. But when money became something of a necessity, he toured with the Phoenix Singers as a companion. He stayed with the Singers for six months, during which time he continually kept one goal in mind— to reach California.

Being rather strong-willed, Peter died come to California and was here only two months before he read the ad which made him a Monkee.

Mike Nesmith is a guitar-playing, song-writing Texan with a college degree, a solid interest in Renaissance music and the ability to shift gears to rock and roll with apparent ease. His hair wears rather long, his accent is definitely Texan-inspired and his guitar-playing is distinctly professional.

Born in Dallas, Texas on December 30, 1942, Mike traveled next to San Antonio where he attended college and expanded his knowledge of folk singing and guitar playing. When he became bored with singing the same songs, he went away and upon graduation decided to seek his fortune as a folk singer in Hollywood.

Three

Arriving in Hollywood, Mike met up with a bass player named John Dulong and the two of them set out on a road tour which had them booked for five shows a day. Upon their return, seasoned but far from wealthy, they added a third member—Bill. And the three of them traded in their folk rock ‘n’ roll. Mike wrote all their material and just as fame and fortune was about to descend (or so they say) the draft board arrived and Mike went back to being a single act.

His first job as a single act was at Ledbetter’s, a well-known Los Angeles folk club, where he met with a tidy amount of success. It was along about this time that Mike was doing his weekly reading and ran across the famous ad...

And so, a mechanic, a jockey and two folk singers have become the hottest new group in the nation. Thanks to an ad.
Tallulah Reed Wins L.A. Teenage Title

A beautiful, brown-eyed UCLA freshman recently won over 10 other finalists for the coveted title of Miss Teenage Los Angeles. Miss Tallulah Reed, 17, was crowned this city's youngest queen by Casey Kasem on his afternoon TV show, "Shebang." Miss Reed now goes to Dallas, Texas as the Los Angeles entrant in the Miss Teenage America pageant held Oct. 29 through Nov. 5. The winner of the national pageant receives a $10,000 scholarship and numerous other top prizes. Miss Reed, the first Negro ever to win the local title, is studying writing and acting at UCLA. She is the daughter of David and Anne Reed of Los Angeles.

In Dallas, Miss Reed will be judged on the same qualities that established her the winner of the Los Angeles contest: personality, poise, intelligence, appearance and talent.

Besides the scholarship, the national winner will receive a guaranteed $5,000 in personal appearance fees, a 1967 Mercury Cougar, 30 shares of stock in the Dr. Pepper Co., and other prizes.

-- Life Magazine

"You may hate yourself in the morning, but you are going to enjoy 'Alfie' very much. 'Alfie' uses people—mainly women—and throws them away like tissues." -- Time Magazine

ATTENTION!!!

High Schools, Colleges, Universities and Clubs:

CASEY KASEM MAY BE ABLE TO SERVE YOU!

Let Casey HELP You
Put On A Show Or Dance

Contact Casey at:
HO 2-7253

PARAMOUNT PICTURES presents

ALFIE

(RECOMMENDED FOR MATURE AUDIENCES)

MICHAEL CAINE, ALFIE
MILLICENT MARTIN, JULIA FOSTER, JANE ASHER
SHIRLEY ANN FIELD, WHEN MERCHANT, ELEANOR DIBON
WITH SHELLY WINTERS AS RUBY TECHNICOLOR® TECHNISCOPE®
A LEWIS GILBERT PRODUCTION
NOW PLAYING—CREST THEATRE, WESTWOOD BLVD.

Tony Curtis, Virna Lisi, George C. Scott

Not with my wife, you don't!

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

NOW PLAYING!
DAILY AT: 1:45, 4:00, 6:15, 8:30, 10:45 PM

PANTAGES

HOLLYWOOD & YUKON

AT CREMONA AT THE STARS

A NORMAN PANAMA PRODUCTION

CARROLL O'CONNOR, GEORGE TYNE, EDDIE RYDER
Produced by STANLEY FRIEDMAN, LARRY CLARE and PETER EHRICH
TECHNICOLOR® FROM WARNER BROS.

November 19, 1966
Top 40 Requests

1. MELLOW MELLOW
   Donovan
2. I WANNA BE FREE
   The Monkees
3. GOOD VIBRATIONS
   Beach Boys
4. 96 TEARS
   ? & The Mysterians
5. LADY GODIVA
   Peter & Gordon
6. DANDY
   Herman’s Hermits
7. HURRAN FOR HAZEL
   Tommy Roe
8. WALK AWAY RENEE
   The Left Banke
9. CHERISH
   Association
10. RAIN ON THE ROOF
    Lovin’ Spoonful
11. TALK TALK
    Simon & Garfunkel
12. 7:00 O’CLOCK NEWS
    Standells
13. WHY PICK ON ME?
    Hollies
14. STOP, STOP, STOP
    The Turtles
15. CAN I KISS YOU? (7:20)
    The New Vaudeville Band
16. PSYCHOTIC REACTION
    Count Five
17. YOU ARE SHE
    Chad & Jeremy
18. LAST TRAIN TO CLARKSVILLE
    The Monkees
20. I’M YOUR Puppet
    James & Bobby Purify
21. POOR SIDE OF TOWN
    Johnny Rivers
22. HAVE YOU SEEN YOUR MOTHER, BABY,
    The Rolling Stones
STANDING IN THE SHADOW?
23. OUT OF TIME
    Chris Farlowe
24. YOU KEEP ME HANGIN’ ON
    Supremes
26. CHERRY, CHERRY
    Neil Diamond
27. LIKE A HURTIN’ THING
    Dionne Warwick
28. I JUST DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO
    Eric Burdon & The Animals
29. SEE SEE RIDER
    The Byrds
30. FANNY
    Gary Lewis & The Playboys
31. LOOK THROUGH MY WINDOW
    The Mamas & The Papas
32. IF I WERE A CARPENTER
    Bobby Darin
33. PAINT ME A PICTURE
    Four Tops
35. REACH OUT, I’LL BE THERE
    The Raiders
36. THE GREAT AIRPLANE STRIKE
    Paul Revere & The Raiders
37. SATISFIED MIND
    Bobby Hebb
39. SHE COMES TO ME
    The Byrds
40. DEVIL WITH A BLUE DRESS ON
    Mitch Ryder & The Detroit Wheels

FUNTEEN BONUS COUPON OFFERINGS
All the Bonus Coupons in the back section of the Go-Guide are listed below:
NOW AVAILABLE TO MEMBERS ONLY:
A Supplement containing 30 additional coupons. Send 25c (for handling) plus a stamped, self-addressed envelope to SUPPLEMENT
P.O. Box 1235, Beverly Hills Calif.

ICE HOUSE GLendale
234 So. Brand
Reservations: 245-5043

Eddie Brown
formerly of Joe & Eddie

IC# 8-13
Discover THE KNACK
You’ll Be Sorry If You Don’t

BOB LIND

“Elusive Butterfly”
Parlophone

From London to the Riviera, a hair-raising tale of gallant love and truly desperate adventure!

R>

G E N D O S C P E

Former member of Vejtes & Preachers seeks good boss player and lead guitarist. Must sing good harmony. 19 or over. Bill or Don (213) 882-2225.
One of the prettiest songs from the brilliant pen of poet-singer Paul Simon is the brand new Simon and Garfunkel release, "A Hazy Shade of Winter."

There's a very present sound about the voices, and a good solid beat to back them up and satisfy the popsters, and an entire tuneful of great lyrics to reassure us of the talents of young Mr. Simon.
A definite Top Ten chart item.

And speaking of talented writers, the unbelievably great Motown team of Holland-Doxier-Holland has come up with another smash vehicle in "(Come Round Here) I'm The One You Need" for the Miracles.

Smoky Robinson and Co. have done a great job on this uptempo rocker, and it will probably remind many of some of their early recordings, brought up to date with a taste of the current Motown Sound.

This week’s award for the most unbelievable song title, and possibly the most ridiculous group name goes to Dr. West's Medicine Show and Junk Band with their first release, "The Eggplant That Ate Chicago."

Geez, Ranger Bob... I like that one almost as much as The W.C. Fields Memorial Electric String Band!

Geez, Ranger Bob... I like that one almost as much as The W.C. Fields Memorial Electric String Band!

Nope! On second thought, I think I like The Peanut Butter Conspiracy better!!! (You're welcome, Rusty)

A song which should be receiving more attention is the new one by Brenda Lee, "Coming On Strong." This is one of the best and most commercial chart entries from the petite songstress in a long time and really deserves a spot in the Top 20.

Three really outsize (all due apologies to Fang!) R&B tunes to hit the pop charts this week are "But It's Alright," by J.J. Jackson; "Don't Be A Drop-Out," by the King, James Brown; and "Knock On Wood," by Eddie Floyd. Throw these three discs on your turntables at home and grab an earful of soul for yourselves, there.

Okay, gang—the McCoy's new dissertation is "Don't Worry Mother, Your Son's Heart Is Pure." Need we say more????

Really feel awfully sorry for Herb Alpert, don't you? Poor thing was only making a few million—a day—with his own recordings with the Tijuana Brass, so now he has about three other groups on his A&M label to go out and earn those lil' ol' pesos for him.

Sandpipers have a hit with their unbelievably beautiful rendition of "Louie, Louie" (there were a number of Dirty-Old-Men-types who never thought they'd hear this one done this way!); and the newest by Sergio Mendes and Brazil '66, "Mas Que Nada," which incidentally was produced by none other than Israel's favorite Mariachi!!

---

**Some Things are Nice to Have Around...**

things you feel "at home" with

...the Utility™ ball pen

A good, practical pen for students. Fashionable, too.
There are twelve brilliant colors.
The color of the pen is the color of the ink.

Lots of students buy two or three at a time. Maybe because it's only 39¢
May be because it writes nice.

Or maybe they just like to have two or three or twelve around.

---

manufactured by LINDY PEN CO., no. hollywood, Calif. 91605, U.S.A.
Association Set Tour, Book, Album And Movie

By Louise Criscione

If the totally insane idea ever runs through your head, even for a second, do yourself a favor and get rid of it. Fast. Because it's a losing cause - The Association is never going to tell you the truth regarding their formation. At least, not the whole truth. One will inform you of a group called the Men. Another will mention an avocado. And still another will admit that it all began with a house. Perhaps if you pieced it all together like a puzzle, you could emerge with some sort of a composite picture. But only if you have about a hundred years to devote to the problem.

Those who call themselves wise will ignore the question completely because it is, after all, rather anti-climatic. The future always means more than the past and the future for The Association promises a million-watt spotlight. The past only offers a darkened, smoke-filled room.

Pandora's What??

November marks the beginning of a cross-country tour, the release of "Pandora's Golden Hootie Jeebee" and the Association's second album. And all things remaining equal, it could bring with it the certification of "And Then Along Comes The Association" as a million-selling album. That out of the way, if luck holds out and the pressures continue to operate "Crank Your Spreaders" stands a magnificent chance of changing the world.

And "Crank Your Spreaders" will be the name of a book. If you know The Association, you'll believe it if you aren't acquainted with them you'll just have to trust us - and we'll just have to hope that no one changes the title.

"Crank Your Spreaders" is naturally, an album book. Its release date could be in November or December (would you believe next October?) but according to Russ "just say it will be out soon." "Soon" is, however, a word which is definitely open for debate.

Movie Stars

And the movie? It's all in the negotiations at the moment - but it has to happen, eventually. Can't you just see it? They could throw people into bathtubs full of Cricus, drive reporters out of their minds, man the movie cameras themselves, coast along on the wrong side of the street, go in the "out" doors, play their instruments in waste baskets and pin the world together with a giant "purify button."

And best of all - it wouldn't require any acting ability whatsoever! Because Association ala' natural has been known to blow your mind.
The Adventures of Robin Boyd

©1965 By Shirley Poston

At the crack of dawn, Robin Boyd gave a loud moan and flung the covers to the floor.

She had been lying upon her bed of pain since midnight, trying her best to sleep tight (to the accompaniment of the Breed of Poodle) in preparation for the ordeal she was to face the following morn, but had succeeded only in coming down with the "Big Eye" (known in less colorful circles as insomnia.)

Four Inches

As far as she could see (which was usually about four inches because she refused to wear her glasses out of the house) (not to mention out of vanity), there was no point in continuing to wroth about in her trundle. So, stuffing a kangaroo into each pocket, she set off for a brisk walk through the city (har) of East Perth.

(No, you aren't seeing things. Yes, the above paragraph did say that Robin stuffed a kangaroo in each pocket. Oddly enough, she did this because the kangaroo stuffed in each pocket were called "pocket kangaroos." At least that's what George had called them when he'd given them to her as a going-away present.

Ten minutes later, having completed her brisk walk through the aforementioned city (har) (as in hum), Robin sagged onto the front stairs of her new home-on-the-range and contemplated her navel through seventeen sweaters. "This an-day place is for the birds," she twitted peevishly, addressing these sentiments to Pop-sicle and Monsicle, who had ventured out of her pockets.

As the sound of her voice curtailed across the endless prairie which surrounded the city (cough), an antelope and a deer at play paused to muddle each other sandronically and sweetly, "I'll say."

Meanwhile, back at the ranch . . . (a ranch-style house, that is), Robin rained a few more choice comments upon the astonished ears of the Sickle family (who had taken one look at the icy ground and were now venturing back into her pockets at a speed of four thousand miles per hour) and fell into a deep slumber. (At this moment, she would have preferred a well.)

Never in her wildest dreams had she imagined that she would one day find herself freezing into an embittered lump on a doorstep in South Dakota, talking not only to herself, but to kangaroos.

And, to make things worse (were that possible), she was not only minus her magic powers. She was also without one lovely Liver-puddin' genie.

The night before the Boys had left California for this A.D. place, Robin had tried to bid George rational, non-melodramatic goodbye, and had ended up playing a farewell scene that made "Romeo & Juliet" look like a situation comedy.

Vanished

The evening hadn't been all stark tragedy, of course. George had gone all out to take her mind off her problems (in his own inimitable fashion), and there had been several moments (would you believe hours?) when Robin had figured this was worth going south of the border for. (Would you, in fact, believe South Africa?)

But she changed her mind the next morning, when after being nudged awake by her weeping (not as in wallow) as in redwood) sister, she found that George's tea pot had vanished from the living room mantle.

He cautioned her to expect this, as it was going to take time for him to get some silly am-day transfer, but Robin was still horri-

ied by his disappearance, and she joined the sturdy Ringo (as in Boyd) in a series of catanerals that had the entire neighborhood up in time to witness the exit of the century.

(If the truth were known, the neighbors were already up any-

way, having synchronized alarm clocks the night before. It was hardly any secret that Mrs. Boyd and her two daughters were in a perfectly marvelous state about having to move to South Dakota, and one could almost miss out on any of the fun.)

Just then, Robin heard the sound of something screeching in the house (trouble, no doubt) and stalked into the same, getting ready for the aforementioned John Q. Obnoxious High. (Actually, it was called John Q. Onassis, but her own version seemed more appropriate.)

After taking a look-warth bath (which she had read was supposed to make one pleasantly pink) (which turned her rather barby shade of blue instead), Robin drigg-

ed on the outfit she had carefully selected for this great (as in grade) occasion and stomped into the kitchen.

The rest of the family was clustered about the breakfast table. Mr. Boyd was well-hidden behind a cope of the Pitchfork Times (get it? forget it?), which protected him from the hostile glances of his wife and progeny, and as Robin hurtled herself into a chair, she could not help poking Ringo's droomstick through the society (oh, sure) page. (This would have been a less messy move had she bothered to remove the droomstick from around Ringo's neck prior to said poking, but Robin was in no mood for details.)

After a few moments of staring wapsipishly into her bowl of Soggy, Robin reached over and drank her father's coffee. Then she took Ringo in hand (no small task in itself) and fled.

As they left the house, bundled in the furry coats they'd bought to protect themselves from the ele-

ments (and to confuse the coyotes who would undoubtedly come prowling around their lunch-baskets), Mr. Boyd came out from behind the newspaper long enough to offer them a ride to school.

Robin longed to say yes, but couldn't. They had sent their father to Coventry the day they left California (that's British for not speaking to people who send you to South Dakota) and the sound barrier (which Mr. Boyd secretly found to be the most blissful experience of his entire life) was still in effect.

Remembering that a love of ex-

ercise was not among her sister's few virtues, Robin clamped a hand over Ringo's flannel-mouth and propelled the round 12-year-old out the door.

When Robin had first learned that she and Ringo would be going to the same school, she had been utterly outraged. The very idea, having a junior and senior high in the same building. It was almost antianity.

(When she had learned that at the aforementioned John Q. Ob-

noxious, grades one through twelve were quartered in the same building, she had been utterly outraged.)

Still, on this particular morning, she was grateful for Ringo's company. It gave her someone to mutter to as she lurched along, warming her hands on Mom and Sickle. It also gave her some-

one to lean on when she kicked vengefully at a clump of dirt only to find it, like herself, was frozen solid.

The school was located in Pitch-

fork, which was an exhausting five-block walk from the suburb (burp) of East Pitchfork. They arrived on the scene just after the final warning bell had rung, and the only signs of life were dark billows of smoke belching from the revolving.

Holy Smoke

Certain that with her luck, the smoke indicated a chimney instead of a four-alarm fire, Robin ground Ringo to a halt and peered anxiously at John Q.

Accustomed to the bright, rambling campus of her alma mater back in California, Robin paled at the sight of this huge, three-story, red-brick hull of a building.

Had she been in possession of her magic powers (not to mention her marbles), this Boyd (as in boat) would have returned to Capistrano. But there was nothing she could do except swallow the urge to flap off to the sunrise and sog off into the school.

When they reached the front door, Robin stopped again to smooth the icy strands of her long red hair and push aside her bangs so that at least one blue eye was visible. As a final gesture, she tied one of her famous deep breaths.

After she recovered from her coughing fit (all that fresh air was just too much of a shock for her smog-oriented lungs), they made their grand entrance.

Robin soon discovered, how-

ever, that grade was not the word. There were strangers alike, Robin wouldn't have minded if passing students had stared and said "who's that?"

But she did mind them saying "WHAT'S THAT?"

(To Be Continued Next Issue)
Tommy Roe Invites The Beat To His New Home

By Carol Deck

California has Disneyland, the Golden Gate, the only Major League baseball team to make three errors in one inning of a World Series Game, and, now Tommy Roe. Tommy—sexy Southerner supreme—has been being sexy and Southern in Atlanta, Ga., for some time now and has finally decided with the aid of a couple of chicks called “Sweet Pea” and “Hazel,” to try being sexy and Southern in Southern California, Hollywood, to be exact.

Invites World

Somehow squeezing time out between tours, recording sessions and being a regular on “Where The Action Is,” Tommy recently moved to Hollywood and promptly invited the whole world, via The BEAT, to come visit his new home.

After collecting this reporter and a photographer in his gold Lincoln Continental, he took off up a winding road in the Hollywood hills for his new home, stopping only to pick up practically his entire wardrobe from a laundry (where he illegally parked said Lincoln, but got away without a ticket).

Climbing out from under all the clothes he had perched atop us, we followed Tommy into the living room where we at once got the feeling we weren’t alone.

Actually it was just that one white wall of the living room is a mirror covered with gold antiquing.

After hanging up his clothes in the huge walk-in closet in the downstairs bedroom (the living room is on street level and the bedroom is below it—the house kind of hangs off the hill) Tommy personally conducted us on a tour of his new home.

He was still in the process of moving and, at that point, was missing several things, such as dishes and linen, but he had his color TV with his and hers remote controls, so he was happy.

He’s a bit of a TV nut—actually it isn’t the TV that fascinates him but the remote controls. He loves changing stations every time a commercial comes on. And he says he’s looking for a “ber” to play with the other remote control goofy.

During the tour, Tommy pointed out the TV, upper and lower patios, his stamp collection (yes, he actually collects stamps), his gun collection including a WWI Luger and his lack of a can opener (a terrible condition in this world of canned everything—thank heaven for pop tops!).

But of more interest were the things he didn’t point out. Like the silver record for “Sheila” and the citations of achievement for “Sheila” and “Everybody” and most of all the 1966 Ray Petersen Humanitarian Award with the engraving “To Tommy Roe—A Warm, Sincere, Devoted Human Being.”

TDR

We also noted his luggage with the initials TDR and asked what the “D” stood for.

“My mother named me Thomas David Roe because David killed a giant and she hoped that while I was a teenager I’d kill a giant.”

Did he? “No.”

Back to the house, he says he bought it because it was owned by an interior decorator and was well decorated and because of the neighbors, one in particular, “Ooh, is she groovy,” gleamed Tommy.

Before leaving Tommy to his moving in chores we had a few moments to talk and he told us that although “Sheila” had been written about a specific girl (who’s name was actually Frieda) neither “Sweet Pea” nor “Hurray For Hazel” was.

“No, I’m getting too old for that now,” he said at the grand old age of 24.

---

Catch Up On The NOW Sound.

Simon and Garfunkel’s new single

“Hazy Shade of Winter”

On Columbia Records®
Will the class please come to order?

On second thought, will the class just please come to order? If you don’t, you’re going to miss out on something really fascinating. (This column, for instance?) (You should live so long.)

Anonymously, I received a letter from a girl named Karen who told me about a “language” called “Liverpool Backslang.” (I think maybe she meant Liverpool instead of pole, but I am probably out of mind.) (As usual.)

You’re Kidding?

Here’s how it goes... you put the syllable “ag” before the first vowel in every word. The example Karen used was: “Shagirley lagaves Shagirley!” Which, of course, says George loves Shirley! (I should live so long.) (And am planning to).

Karen says backslang is very conspicuous (peradventure) in handwriting, but fabulous when spoken. I’ve been trying it out ever since, and it’s really neat. The funny part of my experience has come up with yet is Raygirley, (Sorry about that, Mr. Starkey. You angel). Really, it’s great fun, and I can see a nice chance that if a person really worked at it, you could learn to speak it fluently.

So far, all I can say is “Shagirley lagaves Gagegos, lagajo!” (Tkogoo?) But I swear (often) that I’m really going to learn it, and I hope you will too because then I’m going to teach it to Robin Irene Boyd (who could teach me a thing or two herself if the truth were known) (and it is).

Just in case you already know how to speak it and I’m the only person in the entire world who hasn’t heard of backslang (hey, I did it), just consider the source and remember this has really been well lately. (Cross out the lately.)

Speaking Of...

Speaking of Robin Irene (foolishah), I do hate to bore you with dull, tiresome stories of my uneventful life, but something reasonably humorous happened the other day. I was wandering around in the produce section of a market near our house (I have this thing for wandering around in produce sections) (we vegetables must stick together), and I ran into a friend of my mom’s.

Said friend is a writer and I always get so am-day embarrassed I can’t even think (new) when she asks me about how my writing is coming.

Naturally, she asked me the fateful question, and I mumbled something remarkably intelligent like “dandy.”

Then, while I was staring red-faced at the fruit counter, hoping she’d drop the subject, she didn’t drop the subject. Instead, she said: “what’s the title of that fiction story you’ve been writing?”

You aren’t going to believe what I said. Still staring at the fruit counter, I re-embellished: “The Adventures Of Banango Boyd.”

I give up. I simply can’t carry on a conversation with a sane, rational individual. (Remember the time I was trying to be so profound and said “Which came first, the chicken or the horse?”) (Gawd).

Speaking of George... don’t forget to S.S.F.M., kiddo! (Has anyone figured out what that means yet?) (I hope not.) (I don’t mind being collected by the net-fingers every so often, but the county jail is quite another story.)

What I was really going to say was speaking of conversations, I’ve heard of another funny thing that sends strangers scrambling toward the exit. What you do is make an imaginary companion, and talk to him a lot. This is especially effective when you’re walking down the street along—would you believe alone? (If you read this column, you’ll believe anything.) Or when you go into a restaurant, make sure your companion has his own place at the table. (If you have a sparse chair, order a coke for him. The results are fantastic!) (But boy, are those bars hard to saw through).

Georgia?

Thanks to everyone who replied about the search for a copy of the Beatles’ “My Bonnie.” I’ve passed yr letters on to the person who was looking for this record! However, another problem has arisen.

(Arose?) (But it’s a matter name would . . . oh never mind.) One of your letters mentioned something about a Beatle song called “Georgia” (as in George). (I think the first I’ve heard of it (and I’m usually the last to know). Is there such a record? Help!

Did you hear what Rapingo ... sorry, Ringo suggested as a possible title when they were trying to find a name for their “Revolver” album? He thought they should call it “After Geometry.” You know, sort of a play on the Stones’ “Aftermath?” (Well, I think it’s funny.) (And I would).

Oh, before I forget, the “pocket Kangaroos” mentioned in this chapter of R.I.B. actually do exist. I mean, there are such things. They only cost about five dollars each, and although they do look sort of (that doesn’t work, try sortof) (which reminds me of the time one of your wrote and asked if the initials S.P. stand for Soft Poston) (why would that remind me of that?) (how should I know?)... what on earth I bithering about before this last seizure? Oh, Kangaroos. (She said nonchalantly as they came for her.)

Hmmm

Any part (hmmm, not bad) (hmmm, not good, either), you can buy such animals in some pet shops and they’re really rather grossy, even if they do look sortof (if that doesn’t work, try sortof) (like mice). Someone tried to tell me they come in assorted colors, but it’s going to be awhile before I’m far enough gone to believe that one. (Fifteen minutes at least).

Did you know that if you really dig someone, your pulse starts going faster at the mention of his name? Weird, but true. Several of us conducted an experiment along these lines last afternoon (going down, girl), and it worked! All you do is have someone take your pulse and start naming off names. My pulse plummeted along through Frank, Bill and Fred, but when she said “George!,” I started ticking like a time bomb. It worked for the other members of the herd (well, it’s more colorful than crows), too.

Great idea! If you suspect that a friend of yours has a secret hench for someone who belongs to y-a-u (or else), don’t tell her the details of the pulse bit. Just say you’re thing equally clever (as in clever), and then throw his name in and see what happens. If she starts ticking, well ... speech of time bombs going to “play a game” and some...

Another interesting gadget is to take a tablet (yeah, yeah, yeah) (merely another attempt at humor, mom) and pencil and pen and go off into a corner for yourself. First you take the name of your big hang-up (as in George) (as in Pani Harrison) and over and over. If no men in white are lurking nearby, mutter the name a few times for good measure. Then just let your mind (choke) wander (unhuk its least first) and write down every word or phrase the George-ro-whomever brings to mind (re-choke).

When you run out of the door and race screaming in the direction of Surry (with the fringe-benefits on top) (re-down, girl), you can either show your stream-of-unconsciousness to your friends, or fling it hurriedly into the nearest fireplace. (Providing, of course, that it doesn’t ignite under its own steam). (Well said, girl.)

Truly an interesting things, and very self-revealing if you have a tendency to get carried away (in a covered basket).

While I’m on this subject, I would love to tell you about a marvelous trick that’s played with a sugar cube (mother, it’s now what you’re thinking) (I ask you, what kind of girl does she think I am?) (I would appreciate it deeply if none of you would ever answer that question). Howsomer, there are too many details and you know how I am about explaining things. I shall endeavor to condense it into a few (thousand) well chosen words, and print it at a later date.

Speaking of later, lugater!

---

**For Girls Only**

By Shirley Poston

---

Cher can wear a dress! The occasion? An audience with Pope Paul VI.
The Left Banke Pulling Away From Commercialism

By Rick Johnson

"People expect a lot out of a pop group," Steve Martin said, "they expect you to continually pour out witty little answers they think are cute. It's almost like they want you to be something other than human. We can't and don't try to do that. We just say what we feel and don't try to put on any fronts."

Steve's evaluation came after a lengthy interview of his group, the Left Banke, and we were inclined to agree with him. After all, around the New York had spared us the little absurdities associated with some pop groups.

The Left Banke are new on the pop scene, but they have some very definite—if not harsh—ideas on their music and pop music in general.

"I don't suppose you could put our music in any particular classification," said Mike Brown, who composed "Walk Away Rene." "We try to get away from commercial aspects in our music."

"Away From Us"

"Better yet," he continued, "I think commerciality gets away from us.

The Left Banke probably take as much commercialism out of their music as can be taken out. They don't like traveling and don't particularly relish gigs. They don't like follow up records and don't look for a certain image.

They don't even seem to mind releasing a "bomb" occasionally. "I get a certain satisfaction out of recording the song anyway," said Jeff Winfield.

Mostly, they are just interested in turning out real music.

"We would never record anything written by someone else, either," said George Cameron, who writes much of his group's music, "we do all of our own writing. Right now we have about 30 songs of our own."

All five of the Left Banke are 18 years old. At first, they are polite and rather reserved—until the conversation turns to their feelings on their music.

Then it's hard to get a word in edgewise.

"How was the party at Cass's house last night?" I finally queried.

"How did you find out about that?" asked a startled Tom Finn.

The word's out. Now would you like to give your version?"

Finally realizing the intended jest, George Cameron explained. "It was nothing really...just a little gathering."

"Several of us just went up to her home to take in the view. She has a beautiful home. It was really a gas."

The heavy demand placed on the Left Banke after their first record has created an almost new life for them, but they have accepted it with grace.

"I suppose each of us had a bit of a swelled head at first," admitted Steve. "but it was nothing serious."

They are now touring the country promoting their record, and it was their first trip to California. While Tom and George were mildly extolling its virtues, Mike disagreed.

"I still like New York," he said stubbornly. "I don't feel really comfortable when I'm away from it."

"But New York is dirty and grubby," Mike countered, "but I still love it."

Until about a week ago, the group had never been exposed to the public eye. They spent a lot of time rehearsing and knocking about New York recording studios, but as a group had never performed a local gig.

Now they have one of the biggest records in the country and are playing some of the top entertainment spots, but it's hard to imagine they really changed after their overnight success.

They dress a little wilder and keep a little busier, but those are probably the only differences. When they return to New York they plan to record their first album. But it will be a little different from most entertainers' first album.

"One thing we will never do on an album," Mike said emphatically, "is put like, 'Walk Away Rene' in real big letters and then under that put 'The Left Banke.'"

All Good Ones

"We feel every song on our album will be a good one, not just one certain one."

"I suppose we'll release a single off the album," said Steve, "but it won't be anything like 'Walk Away Rene.' One thing we will never do is release two songs that sound just alike."

The Left Banke are refreshing for their originality. A lot of groups talk about defying trends but few mean it. You get the impression the Left Banke really mean it.

THE LEFT BANKE (l. to r.-front) Steve Martin, Jeff Winfield, (rear) Mike Brown, Tom Finn, George Cameron.

THE HARD TIMES will sing wherever a crowd gathers to hear them.

Hard Times Come Into Pop World

By Jamie McCluney III

HARD TIMES HAS COME! And, let me, with this single hope, make you remember the old song:

"Hard times come into our lives as a part of the cycle of nature and then they pass..."

Just the other day, for example, HARD TIMES came to our offices, and I'm sure we'll never be the same again. "And we'll go on..."

When they are not busily involved in creating general havoc in The BEAT offices, the boys explain that they "would like to do HARD TIME music, that we write and compose, and arrange, ourselves."

I asked Rudy to describe HARD TIME music for us, and he began: "HARD TIME music is..."

"OuttaSite!" finished Bill. "It has a strong beat usually," Rudy continued, "and we usually sing about love. Not necessarily the love of "..." of the girls," offered Bob. "But love in general," added Lee. "Right," agreed Rudy, "domestic tranquility!" Bill laughed and added, "We love bananas, pears, buildings, streets, anything!"

In the middle of Lee's comments, Rudy decided that he would like to play reporter, and grabbing the mike he demanded, "Tell us about your $2,500 dollar ring!" Lee immediately replied: "It was given to me by a mystery friend who thought I would look good in it!"

Rudy followed rapidly with another question: "Are you a born leader?" to which Lee promptly replied, "That's what my mother says!"

All five of the HARD TIMES enjoy good music—music which is well-performed, and Bill seemed to be speaking for the majority of the guys as he explained: "Psychedelic music? If I'm in the mood for it, I like it sometimes. But, as a whole, it's kind of monotonous and boring.

"It's not something that I really appreciate. I appreciate music for music—something that's enjoyable to listen to."

Frequently very quiet and thoughtful as he observes closely everything going on about him, blond-and-blonde Lee Keefo spoke up then to explain: "Psychedelic is an overused word to begin with, as far as psychedelic, or electronic, music—or whatever it is. Then only real music is giving it win in the end, and only real music is going to last. I think the rest of it is pretty synthetic."

I asked about the group's humor, and all five answered in unison: "Sick!!" After a couple minutes of thought, Bill related one of their best practical jokes on another.

"Bob and Rudy each took one valuable thing from each of us and went climbing up in the mountains and hid them under rocks and things like that, and then came back with maps. They'd left signs on the trees and stuff for our next clue, and that night...it rained, and all the little maps got washed away! So, we've got valuables hidden all over the mountains!"

Ambitions? Yes, the HARD TIMES are very ambitious. They hope to be able to someday get involved in movies, possibly playing their own characters on screen. For right now, they are all very much concerned with the music which they are presenting to the public and in the way they are presenting it.

Yes, HARD TIMES have come...at last!...and you can believe your boots when we tell you that they're here to stay. If you don't believe us—well, just tune them in on "Where the Action Is" some afternoon (they are the newest addition to the "Action" family) and find out for yourself just how wonderful HARD TIMES can be!
Sports time...
a time for energy!

You'll flip at the ZZZip in RC.

RC gives you a double reward: zip you can taste... zip you can feel. Take home a carton. You'll flip!